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The Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition in Granular HMX

John McAiee, Blaine Asay, A. Wayne Campbell, and John Ramsay
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alarms, New Mexico 87545

The early study of deflagration to detonation (DDT) was strongly influenced by the views of
Kistiakowsky. His basic idea that convective burning could accelerate to detonation velocities
formed the framework of many studies. There hus been much speculation on how shock waves
are formed by the burning explosive. Macek and Gipson hypothesized the reinforcement of
pressure waves that results from coalescence of the u+c characteristics in cast explosives. Taylor
suggested that convective burning plays a central role in bridging the gap between conductive
burning and the transition to detonation.

The transition from deflagration to detonation in porous beds of explosive and propellant has
received considerable attention both experimentally and theoretically. In many cases, the use of a
hot-gas-producing igniter complicates the interpretation and subsequent modeling of experiments
because considerable effort is required to account for the effect of the igniter gases on the griinular
bed. Hot-wire ignition is less intrusive; however, the ignition f+ont is not planar. Thus the early
events in these experiments cannot be approximated as one-dimensional.

Because of the complex nature of the early burni~~g,we simplify the process of igniting the
bed by pushing a combustion-driven piston into the lightly tamped HMX bed. HMX above the
piston is ignited by the shear of and fiction between particles, This ignition technique sepa”<)tes
the early effects of igniter gas and conductive and convective burning that produce a weak
compaction waves in the bed from those processes at higher pressures that produce a more
substantial compaction of the granulated bed. Our msthod of initiation also starts all processes in it
single plane at one end of the tube.

We have studied the deflagration-to-detonation behavior of granular HMX confined in steel tubes
with x-radiography, light emission, stress gauges, and various pin techniques. Simplification iit)d

consistency of results were obtained by igniting the HMX with a piston (initially at rest and in
contact with the HMX) driven into the bed. A gasless igniter is used to start the burning of the
piston propellant (low-density HMX) providing the piston with a smooth initial motion, Analysis
of the data gives a detailed picture of the DI?T process under these conditions, The qualitative :md
quantitative experimental results show the transition t%omburr~ingto detonation is discontinuous.
The results are discussed in terms of a descriptive model.
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Historically, the study of the deflagration-to-detonation transition is plagued with too manY
variables and not complete enough quantitative experimental i.nfotmation. In order to simplify
experiments enough for understand tg, A. Wayw c~pbll (1980) developed a system of ignition
using a slow piston (< 100m/s) to give a planar and reproducible ignition to a well characterized
granular bed of energetic material. He chose HMX because of the extensive body of information
available on this explosive, One of his important results was determining that neoprene barriers
placed in an experimental appararls similar to the one used here did not change the distance-t~
detonation in a tube. This proved that convection of hot burning gasses was not particularly
important in DDT. Thus the planar ignition by piston does not change the basic mechanism of the
process.

The approach at Los Alamos is to measure each experiment with as many diaWostics as possible.
This allows the collection of enough information to sort out the complex structure of each test.



Well Characterized Material:

Granular HMX (-150 ~m dia.)

Reproducible and Planar Ignition:

Pressure-Driven Piston

Multiple, Simultaneous Diagnostics:

Radiography, Pins, Light ~ibers (Emission,

Reflectance Change), Stress Gauges, Microwave

Interferometry



A typical piston-ignited DDT experiment is show here. me inset shows the O-ring: sealed piston
above a burn chamber containing a measured mount of 100SC1Ypacked ~~. ThIS M is fired
by an igniur consisting of a PyroFuse bridgewire and a mixture of Ti and B. The PyroFusc
provides enough temperature to start the reacnon Ti + 2B + TiB2, which provided enough
temperature and energy to ignite the HMX in the burn chamber.

The typical tube is 7/8-in. outer diameter Maraging-steel tubing with a l/2-in honed imer diameter.

Typical diagnostics are shown: coaxial ionization pins, capped-coaxial pins, burn-chamber
pressure transducer, through-the-wall light fibers, and 0.005-in. thick Pb foils used as
radiographic markers.



in order to establish the nomcnchurc used in this pfcwnmkm, I hav~t~ de-tiba the i<d~,t

model bcfom going into the experimental evidence. m next two viewgrapk present the mod..

Diagram a rcprcscnts the initial condition of the experiment. The piston at mst and the granular bcd
of HMX at original density. For many experiments, initial density was 1.22 g/cc = 65%
‘l%corcticaiMaximum Density (TMD) = 35% voids.

Diagram b is after the piston rcachcs full velocity. A compaction wave c procccds up the tuhc.
The condition behind is density of approximately 90% TMD.

Diagram c shows the compaction wave further up the tube. The wave b is an igmtion wave that
indicates the beginning of significant reaction (burning) in in the bed. The energy to startthis wave
corncs from the friction between and the shear of the particles by the action of the compaction
wave.

Diagram d shows the further progression of the compaction wave and the ignition wave.
Additionally, and most impofi-ntly, another compaction region (near 1O(Y7OTh4D) forms m the
tube atmve theignition wave, but below the compaction wave, The origin of this wave is made
clear in the next viewgraph. The upper boundary of the l(MMoregion (namexl the “plug”) develops
to a shock S. The lower boundwy is named the virtual piston vp because of its function in
accclcmting the shock.

Diagram e shows the shock at a Iatcr time running faster in the 90’%compact. Notice the burning
of the material below the virtual piston. The ignition wave essentially stops when it reaches the
plug (100% TMD region) bccausc the linear burn rate drops by over a factor of 20 bctwccn 90%
and 100% TM.D. On tt.c time scale of the process, this amounts to a stoppage.

Diagram f shows the time after which the shock was strong enough to initiate detonation by a
normal shock-todetcmation. The detonation velocity is characteristic of the original density
material after the compaction wave is ovcttakcn.
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This diagram shows the DDT mechanism in tic time-dist~ce pl~e. me a~tional iltiormation
shown is the approximate trajectory of stress waves ~i that originate from the higher pressures
generated in the bed by the burning behind the i~ition wave. The ~crea= in the sound speed in
the compact with pressure allows the coalescence of a set of these stress waves. This coalescence
of stress further coUapses the 90% TMD bed to near 100% T’MD. This is the beginning of the
plug. When the ignition wave b reaches the bottom of the 100% TM.D material it essentially stops
because of the difference in burn rate. The increasingpressure in the burning region accelerates the
vp, which, in turn, more strongly accelerates the shock S. When thr shock is strong enough, a
shock-t-detonation transition takes place in the 9WZ0compact. The initial detonation mns at the
velocity characteristic of the 90~0 compac~ D1. The detonation slows to the velociw characteristic
of the original bed D2 when it overtakes the compaction wave.
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This t-x diagram shows all the information in the PRViOUSdaq. ~e ~dd.iaon~ information is
typical particle paths, lst, ith, and jth. The acceleration of the ignition wave is caused by the
effect of the stress waves on pmlicles at different positions in the tu’be.

The thermal decomposition of HM.X is kinetically autocatalytic. This means the rate of reaction is
very slow at fret, and increases rapidly after an induction period to. Some interesting details of
autocatalysis are given near the end of this presentation. This tapid increaw in reaction rate defines
the position of the ignition wave b. The induction period for the 1st part.de is determined by the
decomposition caused dting the compaction by wave c. Funher up the tube, the ith particle is
compacted at a later time. If the stress waves had no effect on the kinetics of decomposition, the

induction period to ignition would be exactIy %. However, the stress waves protide additional
reaction products. Therefore, because of the dependence of the induction period on the product
concentration, the total time between the compaction wave and the ignition is shorter than %. The
jth particle is affected by the stress waves over a longer time than particles below it. Therefore, its
induction period is still shorter. Thus the trajectory of the ignition wave accelerates relative to the
compaction wave.



Time (t)



This viewgraph begins the recitation of the experimental evidence for the descriptive model.

The fmt waves considem.d are the compaction wave and the stress waves. me best measurements
of these waves are given in this viewgraph. The duee traces are the record from a strain-
compensated Manganin gauge placai in a tube at a position where it would intercept fust the
compaaion wave, then the plug. The gauge trajectory is above the jth particle shown in the
previous viewgraph. Cme a is the entire record at low vertical resolution. Curve b concentrates
on the compaction wave. After initial compaction, the stress condition is relatively constant until
the increase at approximately 385 us. This rise is atibuted to the increased compaction horn the
stress waves. The rapid rise after 395 w is the entrance of the gauge mto the plug qgion. Cume
c is a detail of the plug measurements.
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Measuring the profile of the compaction wave is important in order to detexmine the dynamic
material properties of the gmnular bed. The Mang~in gauge record on the previous viewgraph
gave the compaction-wave profile in detail. We wished to measure the profde with an independent
diagnostic. We did this by developing a Helium-Neon-Laser Reflectorneter.

A diagram of his apparatus is shown. The principle of measurement is the change in diffuse
reflectance of the granular bed with compaction.

The laser Iigi.t is linearly poltized before being focused into a silica light fiber. The fiber
penetrates the steel DDT tube wall, and is placed flush with the inner wall. A iow-level signal is
returned from the diffuse reflection of the HMX bed. The return signal is discriminated from the
bright probe light reflections by another polarizer (the analyzer) placed at 90° to the initial
polarization. The recorded signal is a measure of the reflecting propernes of the HMX at the end of
the fiber.

Wr ex~ted the reflected light to increase with the compaction of the I-UWCbed.
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T?wse traces area superposition of the compaction-wave p~fdes recorded @ a ,~~ganin gauge
and the laser reflectometer in the same experiment. me SgIIdS m nomdized in amplitude and
shifted in time to show the best comparison. The profiles Me quite similar, f.hus indicating each is
a good measumnent of the profile.
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The next wave considered in the descriptive model is the ignition wave b.
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The particular experiment that best defined the igfition wave is diqgrammed. [n addition to the
ionization and capped pins, and the radiographic marker-foils, three light fibers were placed
through the tube wall. These fibers were only obsematocy. Light emmed from the bed and
intercepted by the fiber ends was recorded by a matched set of a.mpM7ers(6 NIHz bandwidth).

The diagram on the right shows the regions of obsemation as shown by tie radiogmphy,
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The signals recorded from the three light fibers ue shown. The f~t two fi~I’s recorded quite
similar signals. Each has a very fast rise and a near constant amplitude untd detonation (after NO
ws), The third signal is qualitatively distinct. The fmt indication is the low-level “toe,” followed
by a slower rise, a point of inflection near the amplimde of tie otier fl~r siy~s, ~d ~ excursion
to a higher level.

The qualitative difference between the fwst two fiber signals and the third is evidence for two
distinct regions. In the lower region (fibm # I Md X2), the fast rising sign~ ~d constm intensity
indicate ignition and lightemission from a constant temperature. The more complex third signal
could only be interpreted in conjunction with the other data tim this experiment shown on tie nex;
viewgraph.
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This compilation of results is a tx representation of the pin. diowphlc, ~d light-fiber data
consistent with the description O(:% DDT process. The compaction wave Qajectory 1s
extrapolated f~m capped pin rep~i;, (some not shown). The piston trajectory is fYomradiography
(see examples m later viewgraphs). ‘“M light-f&r data are represented by the :Iorizontal lines
labeled #l, #2, and #3. The length .r ~,C lines for fibers #l and #2 comsponds to the constant
intensity portion of the signals. Th: signal from fiber ti3 is represented by iwo segments: The
early segment starts at the “toe” md ends ~i the inflection point. The later segment starts at the
itilecaon and ends at the signal drop.

The leading edges of the fmt wo fibers map the ignition-wave trajectory. The velocity between
these points is faster than that of the compaction wave, as the description would indicate.

The third fi~ C* only t?einterpreted by using the ionization-pin reports and the radiography
results. The lofuziuion pms mpon at some low level of conductivity. Their reports indicate first
signitlcant reaction in the bed. By connecting the pin points at -200 ps and -230 p,swith the “toe”
of the third light signal, v“. can trace the trajectory of the shock S. The locationof the shocked
region (i.e., the - 100% TMD region) is found from radiogmphic data.
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The radiographic measurements of the “plug” Or shocked region were essential tOthe development
of this description of the DDT process
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The four radiographs in this viewgnph show, respectively. the positions Of [he pb foil markers
before t-t experiment and at three later times.

The fmt dynamic radiogmph shows the piston moving into the tube and the compression of the
material between the fust four foils.

The second dynamic radiograph shows additional compression between foils 3-6. The piston and
foils 1 and 2 have moved further apart than in the first dynamic. Slight bulging at the piston end of
the tube indicated higher pressure in chc region of the piston and foils 1 and 2.

The third dynamic radiograph was taken after the transition to detonation. Tlw detonation is just
beyond foil 11. The highly compressed region between foils 2-6 is still evident. The wall
distortion on the piston end is ~re visible. Additionally, the conical distoaion diagnostic of
detonation is visible from foils 5-1 I. The tube is less expanded in the compressed region.
indicating either lower pressure or a fast transit of high pressure without gas (working fiuid)
production. The second interpretation is preferred. This is the plug or shocked region. As in the
classic description of shock-to-detonation (SDT), the run-up shocked material remains relatively
intact after detonation.
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This viewgraph plots the quantitative results of analysis of the previous radiographs and two
additional radiographs from a different experiment. Distance along the tube relative to the at-rest
piston position is plotted against I-UNIXdensity. The original bed density was -65% TMD.

Plot a shows the compaction wave with the density -90% TMD. There is no indication of
extensive reaction between the piston and the head of the wave.

Plot b was taken approximately 2 IASbefore the transition to detonation. The near 100% TMD
region from -33 to -50 mm is the plug. From tie piston to -27 mm, tic density has dropped from
the 90% compaction value.

Plots c, d, and e are from radiographs taken after detonation. The detonation moves fur!her down
the tube in each plot. The plug region remains relatively intact. The region between the plug and
the piston shows decreasing density. consistent with the high temperature-high pressure gas from
the burning tegion. The density measurements take into account the distortion of the tube shown
in the radiographs.
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The next viewgraph gives a compilation of data from MI~ic~ experiment. In ad~tion to the
Various wave trajectories measured by different types of pm, the plessure ti the bw chamber
(behind the piston) is given,

Note where the compaction wave trajectory intersects the detonation wave.
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This is a time-expanded plot of the data on the pre~ous viewyaph. ~em are seve~l points of
interest.

The lowest three pins describethe ignition front. The third and fourth pin cannot be connected by
any single wave because the apparent velocity benveen them is an unphysical 11 krnk Therefore,
different phenomena must have rnggered these pins.

Pins 4-6 describe a velocity of 8,19 IcmA. This is very C1OSCto the detonation vtbcity
characteristic of 90% TMD HMX. Thus the transition to detonation occurred behind the
compaction wave in the 90% material.

Pins 7-10 describe a velocity of 6.36 kn-ds. This is the characteristic detonation vdocity of -65%
TMD HMX. The change of detonation velocity occwed (to the resolu~on of tie experiment) at
the point where the extrapolated compaction wave intersects the original detonation
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Next is a photograph of an experiment fwd in a much thicker-walled mb. This test was lit with
the Ti + B igniter system, nor a pisron, The variations in the wall markings ad metal shear
patterns axe explained by our description of the DDT process.

Below the light band (which will seine as a point of reference), the walls are black with soot
deposits. The original machining marks are visibie in this portion of the tube. This is the burning
region.

The light band has no black deposits, therefore not much HM.X was burned before the tube
rupture. The dynamic-shear chmctenstics exhibited in the upper part of the tube begin in this
light-band region. This is indicative of a sudden increase in pressure (a shock). ne light band is
the plug region, which is essentially a shock.

The remaining portion of the tube has marks and deposits that are characteristic of detonation.





The transition to detonation does not have to occur ~ a singk step. This radiograph shows a static
and two dynamic pictures.

The fmt dynamic radiograph shows the now familiar compression of material.

The second dynamic radiograph shows two regions of compressed foils behind the conical
distortion caused by the detonation. These radiogmphs are analyzed in the following viewgraph.
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These are the density analyses of the two dynamic idiographs. The origin~ bed density was
-75% TMD,

Plot a shows (from the piston) a lower density burning region, a plug from -53 to -67 mm, and a
90~0 compaction in front of the plug to -86 mm. Thus, the plug-shock was formed, but did not
result h a detonation,

Plot b shows the situation after detonation. The detonation front is at -170 mm. From he piston
end, there is a bum region (to -58 mm), the residual of a plug (-58-72 mm). another bum region
(-72-83 mm), a second plug (-83-108 mm), and the expansion of the detonation products (- lo&l-
170 Mm).

This shows detonation was initiated only after the formation of the second shock,
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This viewgmph is a schematic t-x representation of the previous experiment,

The process proceeds according to the previously destibed mechanism forming shock S1.
However, when this shock overtakes the compaction wave cl, it is not strong enough to initiate
detonation.

The resultant wave horn the collision of S1 andc1 is a second compaction wave CZ, The normal
scenario ~pcats with the contact surface cs at the top of Plug #l behaving like a piston. The
resulting shock S2 is strong enough to initiate detonation.
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This viewgraph shows ali the pin and radiographic data for the two-shock experiment.
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A further example of multiple shock fomxition is shown in this figure taken form Smith (1974), A
series of confinement failures is evident. These are the consecutive bum regions. This particular
detonating cord never reached detonation.





l%e fmt two conclusions are just a summary of the cument exposition. The third conclusion is an
assernon based on many analyses of others’ data that are not presented here.
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The next several viewgmphs review tie application of autocat~fic ~etics tOtie description of the
DDT process. The purpose is to more thoroughly motivate the argument presentd earlier
concerning the stress-induced acceleration of the ignition wave.

The thermal decomposition of HMX and other niu~ines is autocam.lytic. The f~st equation is
representation of the chemical equation of tie decomposition of species A to s~cies X ~d others.
The me of decomposition R is propornonal to both the reactant and product concentrations. In
these equations a and x are the insta.mneous concenmtions of react~t md pdUCL k is the rate
constant, ~ and % are the starting concentration of reactant and product, and t is time.

The earlier discussion of the compaction wave indicated that some small amount of product is
prtiuced by the shearing and friction caused by the compaction wave. Lnthis model, wc assume
that the concentration of productdue to this compaction % is directly proportional to the stress
level of the compaction CTc.



A-+ X+...

R (ix —— —_— kax
dt

= k [a,,- X)(X+ X,)

Initial Product, X.
generated from compaction-wave stress



This viewgraph shows particular features of the autocat~~ic .~te ~uation. me mte are defined:
The maximum rate R-, the mte at which there are points ot Wlection in the curve R’, imd he
rate marking the beginning of fast reaction Rt. The width of the rate curve is noted as Ah.

RI is calculated by extrapolating a li[~eof slope dR/dt through the point (R’. t’) to the abscissa,
This intersection is T. TIIc rate corresponding to Tis Rt.
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This viewgraph shows the effect of changing $e ~iti~ concen~[ion of pr~uct on the rate. The
overall shape and width does not change significantly. Howe~er~ [he time ot tie Pe~ rate moves
with ~. The dependence appears Iogtithmic.
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Dctailcd analysis of the mm equation and the assumptions listed show *M tie induction time t is
dependent Srnctly on tie rate constant and tie initial-product concencrulion.



Induction Period
Depends on

Initial Product Concentration

itko<~ 1 and ao= 1

I47 in 0.0474-—
k %

1
/

ifk=l



In[eWa[lon of tie m[e equation and a dcfmition of prcssure based on void volume and the ideal gds

law shows chat tie rapid rise in interstitial pressure is well represented by t. @O is ~. 10 in this
calculation.
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This formalism is applied m the DDT model by noting tiat if tie compaction wave produces a
concentration of product ~, then additiormi stress above CTC should produce additional product xs.
The rate ~uation can be rewritten as shown to include this additional stress-produced product.

Comparing the pressure (stress) dependent rate equation to the simple rate equation shows that the
rate is increased by a multiplicative factor to the initial prcduct concenmuon.



Application to DDT

Stress-Produced Product:

Compaction Wave - 0 ~ xc ()

Stress Waves - 0. ~ x
1 s

Mdition in Rate Equation:

dx
— =k(aO-x-xJ(~+x+xJ = k(ao-x)(x+~xo)
d~ c

dx— - k (ao- X)(X + X~—
dt



The increase rate caused by additional stress after tie compaction wave sho~~ns the time it takes m
reach the rate that defines the induction period. nerefore, the Igrumnwave~~celer~k’srelative to

the compaction wave.




